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31. INTRODUCTION 
IN Cl] LIVCIC proves the following theorem. (See also the appendix to [2].) 
THEOREM 1. Let M be a compact manifold and &J a smooth vector field on M whose 
associated j?ow is Anosov. Let f be a smooth function on M whose integral over every 
periodic integral curve of 5 is zero. Then there exists a C’ function u on M such that 
&4 =f. 
Let X be a compact, negatively curved Riemannian 2-manifold, let M = S*X and 
let 5 be the infinitesimal generator of geodesic flow. It is well-known that 5 is Anosov. 
In this paper we will prove 
THEOREM 2. With M and 5 as above, the function u in Theorem 1 is C”. 
The proof of this result is based on techniques and results of [2]. 
52. THE PROOF OF THEORJZM 2 
Let 5, q+, v-, a/&J and H, be as in 93 of [2]. Let H.(s) be the closed subspace of 
H,, spanned by the eigenfunctions of (a’)‘~’ with eigenvalue 1 s. By the corollary to 
Lemma (3 3) of [2], this is of finite codimension in H,. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. If n is greater than zero, q+ maps H,_,(s) injectioely into 
I& (s + nao). 
Proof. It is clear from the first half of the inequality (3.6) of 121 that q+ is injective. 
Now let f E H,_, be an eigenvector of (q+)‘q+ of eigenvalue s. Applying (3.7) of [2] to v+f 
we get 
Mtl+Yrl+)rl+f, s’f > ~((7-)‘(7)-rl+f 1, ‘rl+f) + na0 (rl+f, rl+f) 
where the right hand side is equal to 
s(q+f, q+f) + aon(v+f, 7’f > 
or 
(s + na0)ll77+f II’ 
which proves the second assertion. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.2. For n > 0 let u be in H,_,(s). Then there exists a unique tr in 
H,,(s + nao) such that vlKer v- and 7-u = u. 
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Proof. If u is an eigenvector of (v+)‘n+ with eigenualue A > S, let u = [(- l)/A]n+u. 
The general case is obvious. Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let D: t?(S*X)+ Cz(S*X) be the differential operator which maps 
f to 5f. Then the range of D is closed. 
The proof requires a couple of elementary lemmas about infinite sequences: 
LEMMA 2.4. Let {a,} and {b,} be sequences of non-negative real numbers. Assume 
(a) a, = o(l), 
(b) b, is rapidly decreasing, 
(c) u,+I 2 a, -b,. 
Let b,’ = Z b,. Then a, is rapidly decreasing and a, I b,“. 
mm 
Proof. According to (c) 
n+r 
a ,,+, 2 a. - x bi 2 a, - b,‘. 
Therefore, if a, > b,” for some n, u,+, is bounded away from zero for all r >O 
contradicting (a). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let {a.} be a sequence of 
decreasing and let a,” be the sum 
non-negative numbers which is rapidly 
c a,,. 
Then 
Proof. The number a, occurs .in the sum above precisely as many times as there 
are sequences of numbers ml < mz < * * . < m,_l lying between n and m, that is 
(” ,_“I ‘) times. Q.E.D. 
We will prove Proposition 4.1 by establishing certain a priori estimates for the 
operator D. Let f be a smooth function on S*X and let g = Df. Let f = C f, and 
g = Cg, with f, and g, in I-I,. Then we have for all r, 
V+fi-I + 7)-f,+, = gr. (2.1) 
From (3.6) of [2] we get, for r >O, 
ll~+f~+1ll~ 117)+fr-lll - llgrll; 
so, by Lemma 2.4 we conclude 
Ilo’fJl 5 zr lkll for r 2 0. c2.n 
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Combining (2.2) and (3.6) of [23 we get 
(2.2)0 
with C = a;‘. We will now derive inequaiities analogous to (2.2)0 and (2.2), for the 
higher derivatives of f,. For f E C”(S*X) set 
Ilfll’“’ = qzP 11(~‘)“fll. 
We will prove that there exists a constant C,, depending only on p, such that 
llfr II’“’ 5 CP z, ws II”-” + II& Il(p-‘99 
for r 5 0. Assuming (2.2),_, we can write: 
by (3.6) of [2]. By (3.4) of [2] we have 
TJ-(?-/+)p-’ =(q’)p-‘q- + lL$J $1 (r)+)P-q-2 K _$ (II+)“. (2.4 
(2.2)p 
(2.3) 
Since a/a@(n+)‘lfi+~ =(r+q f l)(n+)‘f ,+, we get from this the estimate 
Ilrl-(77+)p-‘f,+,ll 2 llh+Y-‘77-fr+,ll - rc,llf,+llI’p-2)~ (2.5) 
C, depending only on the sup norm of K and its first p - 2 derivatives. Combining 
(2.1), (2.3) and (2.5): 
ll(77+Yfr+Ill~ ll(77+)Pfr-Ill - Ilh+)P-‘&ll - ~cpIlfr+,ll(p-2). 
Another application of Lemma (2.4) now gives us the estimate (2.2),. We note that an 
analogous estimate holds for r ZG 0 with the v+‘s replaced by the q-‘s. 
The semi-norms, IIfII@), control the smoothness off in directions normal to the fibers 
of S*X. We will now manufacture a family of semi-norms which control the 
smoothness of f along the fibers as well. Assume for the moment that f is real-valued 
and set f = Efr with fr E H, and f_, = fr. We will define 
Ilfll, = zio If0 ~p-qllfrll(q). 
We extend these semi-norms to complex-valued functions by setting 
Ilfll, = IIRe fll, + Illm fll,. 
It is easy to see that these norms are a defining set of semi-norms for the C” topology on 
c”(s*x). 
The operator D has a one-dimensional kernel consisting of the constant functions. 
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To make D injective we restrict its range to the space of C” functions whose 
integral over S*X with respect to the canonical volume form is zero. Proposition 2.3 
follows immediately from the following 
PROPOSITION 2.6. If f E C”(S*X) is orthogonal to the kernel of D then for all p > 0 
Ilf lI*p+l 5 aPm?flI*p+l 
C(p) depending only on p. 
Proof. We can assume that f is real-valued. Starting with (2.3), by an iterated 
application of Lemma (2.2), we get 
Ilfr II @+‘) 5 zr (s2p-‘J(fJ(l) + 2 s2p-qJJgs/)(q)), 
q=o 
and the theorem follows by another application of Lemma 2.5 Q.E.D. 
Let fi be a smooth function lying in H, for r L 0. We define a sequence of 
functions fr+2, fr+4, . . . , f;+2n by requiring: 
v+f,+Zi-2 + v-fr+2j = 0 for i I n. (2.6) 
By Lemma 2.2 this system of equations can always be solved. Moreover, the 
f r+2i’~ will be determined uniquely providing we require that fr+2i be perpendicular to 
the kernel of n-: H,+2i + Hr+zi_l. We can thus define a map T,,: H, + H,+2n by setting 
T,,f, = frczn. In 62 we showed that there exist positive constants C and p depending 
only on r such that 
II~+WrIl 5 CnpIl~+frll. (2.7) 
We will need below the same result for the norms, I] (I@). 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Give p > 0 there exist positive constants, C and p, depending only 
on p and r such that 
IIKf#P~ 5 Cnallf#‘). (2.8) 
Proof. According to (3.6) of [2], for s > 0, 
II(7+)Pf,l12 5 l177-(~+)p-‘fsl12 + wll(~+)p-‘fs 112, 
whereas from (2.3) we get the estimate 
lb?-h+)P-‘fslI 5 llh+)P-‘77-fsll + cp41h+)P+2fslI 
with C, independent of s. Hence, if q’fS_2 + v-f* = 0, 
By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2 there exists a constant r. depending only on r such that if 
f” fr+21 . * * 9 fr+2n are related as in (2.6) than (v’y-‘fr+2i E H,+2i(ro + i(2i + l)ao). This 
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implies that for some constant B not depending on i. 
and 
Substituting these estimates into the previous ones we get: 
II(nC)Pfi+2iI[2 5 II~-(~-)“-‘fr+2iII* + &liII(v’)P_fr+2iI12 
and 
II~-(q’)“-‘fr+2iII s II(q+)pfr+2i-2(( + BlliII(~r+Y’fr+2iIIv 
with B, independent of i. The first of these equations can be rewritten in the form 
for i sufficiently large with B2 independent of i, and combining the two equations we 
get 
IlCv’Y’fr+2ill 5 II(r1+Y’f~+2~-2ll(l+ BJO 
for i sufficiently large, B3 being independent of i. Repeatedly applying this inequality, 
we get (2.8) with B3 = p. Q.E.D. 
Suppose next that for r >O there exists a sequence, g,+zj+r E Hr+2i+,, 
j = 0, . . . , n - 1, such that 
77+&+2j-l + T-&+*j+l = 0 (2.9) 
for all j. Set g, = T-g,+, and g,+*” = q*g,+2n_l. Since q+ is injective, g, is determined 
completely by g,+*“; so- we can define a map Un: Hr+*” + H, by setting U,,gr+*” =g, if 
there exists a sequence of the type (2.9) joining gr+*,, to g, and setting U, = 0 on the 
orthogonal complement of the set of a11 g’s for which such a sequence exists. It is 
easy to see, using Lemma 3.2 of [2], that U. is the transpose of T,. 
PROPOSITION 2.8. Given p >O there exists positive constants, C and p, depending 
only on p and r such that 
II Wr+2n II@) 5 Cna Ilfr+2n II. (2.10) 
The proof of this is so similar to the proof of Proposition 2.7 that we will omit it. 
Let KW’ be the closure of H, n C” with respect to the norm ]I I]@) and let H,(-P) be 
its Banach space dual. Let 11 (I+‘) be the dual norm to (( (I@). HJmp’ contains H, as a dense 
subspace (in the [[(I(-P) topology), and the transformation, T,, can be extended from H, 
to Wp’ by defining it to be the transpose of U,. From (2.10) we get Proposition 2.9. 
PROPOSITION 2.9. T, satisfies the estimate 
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with C and p depending only on p and r. 
We will now introduce a new system of semi-norms on C”(S*X). These semi-norms 
are similar to the semi-norms, (( ljP, introduced above but are slightly more flexible in 
that they measure differently smoothness in fiber directions and in directions trans- 
verse to fibers. Let p and q be any pair of integers (positive or negative). If 
f E Cm(S*X) let 
Ilfllp., = 2 llfrll@)rq 
where fr is the r-th Fourier component of f. Let %p*4 be the completion of C(S*X) 
with respect to this norm. We note that if f E SVpsq, 77% q-f and @ are in %‘p-‘.q. 
Let 4 be the space of all distributions on S*X which are invariant under geodesic 
flow. We will use the estimates (2.9) and (2.11) to construct a subspace, Y, of 9 with 
the following properties. 
(1) Y is dense in 4 
and 
(2) For every integer p there exists an integer q such that Y is contained in %Pq. 
The construction of Y proceeds as follows. Let b be a smooth, real-valued function 
lying in H,, let fin = T,,f,,, for n > 0, and let fzn = f+for n negative. By (2.8), for every 
p there exists a q such that the limit 
u = lim 
F 
fin 
iv-- In5;N 
(2.12) 
exists in xpVq; and, by (2.6), Y satisfies & = 0 which shows that v lies in $. Next-let go 
be an element of Ho which is smooth, real-valued and has total integral zero when 
integrated over S*X. Then there exists a gl E H, such that n-g! = go and gl is 
orthogonal to the kernel of Q-. Set gzncl = T,g, for 2n + 1 positive and gzntl = &,,_, for 
2n + 1 negative. As above the limit 
w = lim 
F 
82n+l 
N+ In SN 
exists in Zpqq and is an element of 9. 
Finally, given an h, E I-I, r > 0 with q-h, = 0 let h,+2,, = T,,h, and let 
6 = lim 
F 
h,+z,. 
N-rm Jn sN 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
Let Y be the space spanned by all distributions of the type V, w, 8 and t? where V, w 
and 8 are given by the formulas (2.12H2.14). To show that Y satisfies properties (1) 
and (2) we must still prove 
PROPOSITION 2.10. Yis dense in 3. 
Proof. Let ,Z be a distribution which satisfies 5~ = 0 and let p = Z ,zr, ,LL, being the 
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r-th Fourier component of p. For simplicity we will assume that p is real; i.e. fi, = CL_, 
for all r. The equation 5~ = 0 reduces to the system of equations 
v+I.Lr + 77-l-b+2 = 09 
For r > 0 we can write II, = cc: + f, where f, 
the (finite dimensional) kernel of n-: &I, + H,_, 
will first show 
r=0,1,2,etc. 
is a smooth function in 29, belonging to 
and CL,’ is orthogonal to this kernel. We 
LEMMA 2.11. Forfixedp the sequence {llfr~j'p'} has polynomial rate of growth in r. 
Proof. Since q-jr = 0, ]]n+f,l]2 I a,r]]f,l12 by (3.6) of [2]. By induction 
for some constant C independent of r; so we only have to prove the assertion for 
p = 0. Let IV, = llf,]]. S ince the domain of the distribution, p, is compact F belongs to 
some Sobolev space KB. By (2.15) the sum 
f = z fp+’ 
belongs to the Sobolev space Z’@. Pairing p with f we get 
(p, f) = c NJr@+l< 03 
which shows that llf,II grows at most as O(r@“). 
Let 8, be the distribution 
Q.E.D. 
This distribution is a distribution of the type (2.14); so it belongs to 9. By the lemma 
and by the estimate (2.7) the sequence 
converges to a limit in some %+y-space. Let 8 be its limit. To prove Proposition 2.10 
we need only show that the distribution 
v=jL-(e+i) 
is a limit of distributions in 9. Let V, be the n-th Fourier coefficient of V. For 
simplicity we will assume that v is an even distribution, i.e. that v2n+l = 0 for all n. 
(With a few modifications the discussion below applies equally well to odd dis- 
tributions. ) Since ,$v = 0 we have 
t)+vzn - 7ll-Yn+2 = 0 
as before; but, in addition, we now know that for n > 0, vzn is orthogonal to the kernel 
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of T-: Hzn + Hz,,_,; therefore, we conclude that 
V2n - TnvO, for n >O. (2.16) 
We recall also that c = Y by assumption; i.e. v._~,, =z. Now we can always find some 
integer, p > 0 such that v is in the Sobolev space, rp, which implies that vZn is in 
H$ip’. Let {foL} be a sequence of smooth, real valued functions in Ho such that fok 
converges to v. in the )( /](-p) topology. By Proposition 2.9 there exist positive 
constants, C and p such that 
11 T,,f$ - v2,, (((-p) 5 Cd Ilfo’ - voll’” (2.17) 
for all n > 0. By (2.12), there exists an element vk of Y whose 2n-th Fourier coefficient 
is T,Jok for n positive and is the complex conjugate of this for n negative. By (2.17) yk 
converges to Y in the Sobolev space, Z p-8. This concludes the proof of Proposition 2.10. 
2.10. 
We will now prove Theorem 2. Let y = y(t) be a closed integral curve of g and 
let 8, be the measure 
T being the period of 7. By Proposition 2.3 we are reduced to proving that the space 
of all the 8,‘s is dense in 4. Since Sp is dense in $ it is enough to prove that every 
function f E c”(S*X) which is annihilated by the 6,‘s is annihilated by 9. By 
Theorem 1 there exists a C’ function u such that fu = f. We can assume u and f are 
real-valued. We will show 
LEMMA 2.12. u is in %‘*q for all positive integers q. 
Proof. Let u, be the r-th Fourier component of u and f, the r-th Fourier 
component of f. Since 1.4 and f are real-valued ii, = u_, and f; = f_ The equation 
[u = f reduces to the system of equations 
for all r, and from (3.6) of [2], we deduce, for I I 0, 
ll~+4+tll~ bJ’4l- Ilfrll. (2.18) 
Now n+u is continuous; so, given E > 0 we can find a smooth function v such that 
VI+4 + T-u,+2 = fr+l 
sup (vfu - VI < E, the supremum taken over S*X. Let w = ~l+u - v. Then 
(n+u), = q+u,_, = 1/27r 
I 
Za p$v e-‘* de + 1/2~ i** PAW e-“@ de, 
0 
where pe: S*X+ S*X is the action on S*X of the element of the circle group 
“rotation by 0”. The second term on the right is uniformly bounded by E and the first 
term tends uniformly to zero as r goes to infinity. This shows that ]]n+u,l] tends 
to zero as r tends to infinity. Applying Lemma 2.4 to (2.18) we deduce that ]]n’u,]l is 
rapidly decreasing. Since aor/)u,l) 5 I]n+u,IJ by (3.6) of [2] the same is true of IIu,J](‘). 
Q.E.D. 
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Let p be an element of 9’. By (2) I$ and u lie in spaces of distributions which are 
canonically paired by the standard Lz inner product; so 
(SPXIO = - CL(&) = - P(f). 
However since p is in 4 the left hand side of this equation is zero. 
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